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WElcOME TO ThE GOlD cOaST
As Mayor, it gives me great pleasure to introduce you to our city – 

Australia’s Gold Coast.

The Gold Coast is a city like no other – inspired by lifestyle and 

driven by opportunity. Whether you’re looking for a place to live, 

work, study, do business or raise a family, the Gold Coast has it 

all. Offering a wide variety of activities, entertainment, locations 

and experiences to enjoy.

As Mayor, I am particularly excited about the future and the 

opportunities which exist for investors. As our city prepares to 

host the Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth GamesTM we are 

embracing change and dreaming big.

We are taking advantage of our opportunity to shine on the 

world stage. We are progressively shifting our economy from 

one dependent on construction and tourism to a more stable 

knowledge-based economy. Our future growth will be driven by 

expertise in health and medical, education, sport, film, marine, 

food, ICT and advanced manufacturing.

So, I would like to impress upon you that the Gold Coast is  

‘open for business’.

We have the strong political will to facilitate foreign investment and 

provide certainty for those who partner with the city. As a young 

city in transformation, the best is yet to come.

I invite you to join us on this successful journey.
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This publication has been prepared as an information source only. Council of the City of Gold Coast makes no statements, representations or warranties relating to 
accuracy or completeness and you and all other persons should not rely upon any information contained in this publication. Any reference to any specific organisation, 
product or service does not constitute or imply its endorsement or recommendation by the Council of the City of Gold Coast. Council of the City of Gold Coast disclaims all 
responsibility and all liability (including without limitation, liability in negligence) for all expenses, losses, damages and costs you might incur as a result of the information 
being inaccurate or incomplete in any way and for any reason. 
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Australia’s emerging global city, the Gold Coast, is a city 

coming of age. It is a place of opportunity that, over the next 

decade, will transform into a globally-recognised city while 

retaining its enviable lifestyle and stunning natural environment.

Strategically located on the edge of the Asia-Pacific rim, with 

access to two international airports, the Gold Coast is perfectly 

positioned as a destination for business, investment, study, 

sport, events, tourism and lifestyle.

The Gold Coast stretches along 57 kilometres of coastline  

and is home to over half a million people. Beyond the city’s 

beautiful beaches are vast, sub-tropical rainforests with 

breathtaking scenery.

The city enjoys a five-year average annual growth rate of  

2 per cent and has access to an economic catchment of  

3.6 million people.

Welcoming more than 13 million visitors each year, the Gold 

Coast is Australia’s premier tourist destination, offering a vibrant 

mix of shopping, accommodation, theme parks, restaurants, 

entertainment and an abundance of natural attractions.

With a robust economy valued at $31.6 billion, and 

an ambitious strategy that encourages innovation 

and sustainable growth, the Gold Coast’s future is 

full of promise. Ours is an economy that has grown 

from a basis in tourism and construction to a diverse, 

knowledge-based economic environment.

As host city for the Commonwealth Games in 2018,  

the Gold Coast is embracing transformative civic projects like 

never before, with major infrastructure projects planned or 

underway that will change the face of our city in a way that is 

distinctly our own.

The positive attitude towards growth, combined with 

competitive residential, commercial and retail real estate 

markets; the lowest rate of payroll in Australia; and support 

from our business and investment team, is why now is the time 

to invest in the Gold Coast.

GOlD cOaST, aUSTRalIa
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Gold Coast is located in one of the easiest countries in the 

world to start up a business

The Gold Coast’s close proximity to highly populated, fast 

growing markets in the Asia Pacific Region provides 

businesses with an outstanding competitive advantage. 

The Gold Coast boasts one of the fastest growing 

populations in Australia

Per capita labour force participation rates on the Gold Coast 

are higher than the national average, as well as the major 

capital cities of Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne. 

The Gold Coast has a higher diversity of industries relative to 

Brisbane and Melbourne.

The Gold Coast has a strong commitment to education with 

one of the highest number of universities per capita  

in Australia. 

Reflecting strong recent population growth, there were a high 

number of residential approval projects underway on the 

Gold Coast in 2016-17. 

Referred to as the lifestyle capital of Australia, the Gold Coast is 

home to 21 spectacular beaches and receives more sunshine 

than most major cities across the globe. 

There were over six million domestic arrivals and 

departures at Gold Coast airport 2015-2016. 

The region benefits from easy and quick access from both 

the Gold Coast and Brisbane International Airports. 

Forward looking and focused on communications 

infrastructure, the Gold Coast is an active participant in 

encouraging the uptake of the national broadband network.

ThE GOlD cOaST 
OPPORTUNITy

Culturally rich with a diverse local population, the unique Gold 

Coast culture attracts visitors from all around the world. 

Catering for the high and growing volume of tourists,  

the Gold Coast offers one of the most extensive ranges of 

hotels in Australia. 

Tourists to the Gold Coast spend on average $377 per visitor, 

this is higher than the national average. 

Increasing numbers of Chinese tourists (growing 147% 

between Dec 2011 and Dec 2016) are attracted to the Gold 

Coast every year, outstripping the national average.
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City-Wide OppOrtunities

•	  High speed broadband and digital 

economy opportunities

•	  Expansion of light rail and  

expanded public transport

•	 Research triangle

•	 Commonwealth Games sports and 

public domain infrastructure

nOrthern regiOn
1  Yatala Enterprise Area 

•	 Manufacturing

•	 Warehousing and distribution

•	 Export and investment attraction

•	 Research and development

2  North East Gold Coast

•	  Future strategic land opportunities 

including general aviation, marine, 

sports and agriculture

3  Coomera Town Centre

•	  Creative and knowledge industry 

development

•	 Theme parks

•	 Marine precinct

4  Oxenford/Helensvale

•	 Film investment attraction

•	 Theme parks

Central regiOn
5  Gold Coast CBD

•	 Priority Development Area (PDA)

•	 Administrative centre

•	 Education precinct

•	 TAFE Gold Coast

•	 Legal precinct

•	 Health precinct

•	 Chinatown

•	 Broadwater Parklands

•	 Gold Coast Aquatic Centre

•	 Creative incubators

•	 Collaborative workspaces

6   Gold Coast Health and  
Knowledge Precinct

•	 Commonwealth Games Village

•	 Griffith University

•	 Gold Coast University Hospital

•	 Gold Coast Private Hospital

7  Gold Coast Sports Precinct

•	 Metricon Stadium

•	 Leisure Centre

•	 Gold Coast Suns Football  

Club Home

8  Bundall

•	 Government administration

•	 Gold Coast Cultural Precinct

•	 Cultural corridor

9  Robina and Varsity Lakes

•	 Knowledge and innovation 

development

•	 Bond University

•	 Robina Hospital and health precinct

•	 Cbus Super Stadium

10  Mudgeeraba

•	 Cultural heritage/tourism

COastal regiOn
11   Coastal corridor,  

Broadwater  and islands

•	 Cruise ship terminal

•	 Broadwater marine precinct

•	 Tourism, recreation, leisure

•	 Tourism infrastructure

•	 Destination beach and surf districts

•	 Dive attractions

12  Surfers Paradise

•	 Tourism infrastructure

•	 Cultural corridor

13  Broadbeach

•	 Business tourism opportunities

•	 Convention facilities

sOuthern regiOn

14  Southern Gold Coast

•	 Gold Coast Airport

•	 Southern Cross University

•	 Tourism infrastructure

•	 Cross border opportunities

hinterland regiOn

15  Hinterland

•	  Eco-tourism and adventure tourism 

infrastructure

•	 Environmental research activities

•	  Local food production and 

agricultural opportunities

•	 Film industry – location opportunities

EcONOMIc  
OPPORTUNITy MaP

Economic opportunities have been identified that will significantly contribute to the economic growth 

of the city and provide the foundations to drive future growth. These opportunities relate directly to 

the key strengths identified including innovation, culture, infrastructure, business productivity and 

efficiencies, workforce and skill generation and facilitating a competitive edge within global markets.

Brisbane

Atletes Village

Coastal Corridor

University Research Triangle

Heavy Rail

Light Rail

Light Rail Stage 2
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MaJOR PROJEcTS

Gold Coast Cultural Precinct – a major investment in the city’s 
creative industries, the cultural precinct will become a must-visit 
destination while supporting our arts and allied industries.

Sport Infrastructure – more than $200 million invested into new 
and upgraded infrastructure in preparation for GC2018, raising 
our venues and stadia to Olympic and international standard.

Sound Stage 9 – the largest sound stage in the Southern 
Hemisphere will host GC2018 events. Post Games the all-purpose 
venue will enhance the Gold Coast film and television industry.

Education – Griffith, Bond and Southern Cross Universities 
continue to invest in new centres for learning and research, 
enhancing the city’s education and knowledge sector.

Gold Coast Light Rail – dedicated light rail corridor linking the 
city’s business, health, education, tourism and cultural centres; 
providing new opportunities for development.

Gold Coast Airport – $300 million invested into redevelopment 
of the Gold Coast International Airport to support steady incline in 
passenger demand and new airline routes.

KEy aREaS OF OPPORTUNITy
The Gold Coast is investing significantly in key projects across 

the city, supporting our growing knowledge industries and 

creating new opportunities for investors. 

In addition to the featured key areas, a range of opportunities 

exist for businesses across the city and in a diverse range 

of industries including health and medical, manufacturing, 

warehousing and distribution, marine, and information 

communication technologies.

To discuss these and other opportunities, please contact us:

City of Gold Coast  

Investment Attraction Team  

E   invest@goldcoast.qld.gov.au 

P  +61 7 5581 6160
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GOlD cOaST cBD

Southport is the Gold Coast’s vibrant and dynamic CBD. The 

Gold Coast is redefining what it means to be a CBD, not just as 

a place to work and do business, but embracing it’s urban soul 

with our enviable coastal lifestyle.

Designated as a Priority Development Area (PDA) in 

Queensland, the PDA removes barriers and provides 

assistance for development, paving the way for new, 

streamlined business and development opportunities. 

The City of Gold Coast has earmarked opportunities for 

development focused on developing a world-class CBD 

and providing greater economic outcomes for the city.

The revitalisation of Southport is being driven by $5 billion in 

public and private infrastructure investment. Investment to 

date includes the development of the Gold Coast Light Rail 

with four stations servicing the CBD and providing connections 

to the greater city transportation network extending through 

its connection to the Helensvale Heavy Rail station. Further 

investments include the Gold Coast Health and Knowledge 

Precinct, Gold Coast University Hospital and private hospital, 

Griffith University, Gold Coast Chinatown, Broadwater 

Parklands, Gold Coast Aquatic Centre and sporting and cultural 

facilities for the Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth GamesTM.

Chinatown is an integral part of the CBD as a thriving, multi-

cultural city centre. Chinatown is a place for the Gold Coast to 

celebrate its diversity through culture, design, people and food. 

At the heart of Chinatown is an exciting mix of restaurants, 

cultural festivals and boutique retail offerings; a place of cultural 

indulgence and celebration. Chinatown acts as a home away 

from home for the large Chinese and Asian communities that 

call the Gold Coast home.

Why invest?

•	 The CBD is the historic centre of the Gold Coast.

•	 It is the primary employment centre and boasts the highest 

density of commercial space comprising one third of the 

city’s office stock and the city’s largest workforce.

•	 A dedicated CBD Office is focused on facilitating positive 

outcomes for the CBD and helping to connect local 

business and development opportunities with investors.

•	 Strong health, education, professional services and legal 

sectors provide critical services and the opportunity for 

growth in the CBD.

•	 A range of brownfield and vacant development site 

opportunities exist to accommodate a variety of uses.

•	 Connected and accessible through high quality public 

transport, with four light rail stations and bus interchange as 

well as numerous bike paths. 

•	 Access to a large employment catchment with employment 

expected to double to 52,000 people by 2031.

•	 Adjacent to the Broadwater Parklands consisting of 

60 hectares of waterfront open space including event, 

community and sporting facilities such as the Gold Coast 

Aquatic Centre.

•	 An emerging night time economy with Gold Coast 

Chinatown, boutique bars and restaurants offering a vibrant 

night time experience.

Opportunities exist for

Opportunities exist for premium and high grade commercial 

office space and student accommodation given its links to 

significant education based businesses.

Key employment sectors with growth potential:

•	 government administration (Local, State and Federal)

•	 professional services

•	 technical and vocational education 

•	 justice and legal services

•	 specialist medical

•	 media and radio broadcasting

•	 significant retail offerings

•	 recreation and sport activities

•	 residential development and construction

•	 tourism.

Types of investment

The types of investment opportunities available in the  

CBD include:

•	 high quality commercial space

•	 existing business growth potential 

•	 brownfield development sites – joint venture opportunities

•	 mixed-use development investment

•	 Chinatown

•	 strategic land parcels

Investment support available

•	 A full suite of services and support is available under the 

Investment Attraction Program – refer to page 18.

•	 As an added incentive, new businesses looking to locate 

within the Precinct One – CBD as defined by the Southport 

PDA may be eligible for additional incentives based upon the 

capital invested.

Further information

For further information on the CBD and areas of  

opportunity for your business please contact the Gold Coast 

CBD Office on 1300 CBD Team (1300 223 832),  

email at CBD@goldcoast.qld.gov.au or visit our website  

at cbd.moregoldcoast.com.au
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GOlD cOaST hEalTh aND KNOWlEDGE PREcINcT

Asia-Pacific’s emerging health and innovation hub, the 

200-hectare Gold Coast Health and Knowledge Precinct 

(GCHKP) is a unique global business location for high-tech 

industry development, research collaboration and jobs of the 

future, transforming Australia’s leading lifestyle city.

Supported by $5 billion in health, education and transport 

infrastructure, the Precinct is set to employ over 26,000 

people - 11 per cent of current Gold Coast jobs and 

generate gross economic value of $2.9 billion.

Already home to the world-class Griffith University, ranked  

in the top 3 per cent of universities globally, co-located  

with the $1.76 billion Gold Coast University Hospital, one of 

Australia’s major public hospitals and the brand new Gold 

Coast Private Hospital, the GCHKP hosts the Commonwealth 

Games™ Athletes Village, to evolve into a vibrant $550 

million mixed-use community to live, work and learn.

Existing expertise includes almost 1000 health and 

biomedical researchers at Griffith’s Menzies Health 

Institute Queensland and world-leading Institute for 

Glycomics, along with internationally regarded clinicians 

at the Gold Coast University and private hospitals. 

Griffith University’s industry-led Advanced Design and 

Manufacturing Institute (ADAM) is proposed to open in  

2019, offering exciting commercial partnership and  

co-location opportunities.

Why invest?

•	 The GCHKP represents a smart investment in Australia’s 

fastest growing major city, offering a combination of location, 

land, lifestyle and infrastructure.

•	 At the contemporary convergence of health, science 

and engineering and empowered by digital technology, 

researchers, clinicians and companies collaborate at the 

cutting-edge of innovation.

•	 This modern, multi-disciplinary approach positions 

the GCHKP to deliver next-generation medicine and 

advanced manufacturing, and comprehensive innovation in 

preventative health care.

•	 A unique global opportunity to locate adjacent to a  

research intensive university, clinically driven teaching 

hospital and private hospital and a range of value add 

business and industry. 

•	 Have immediate access to supporting infrastructure 

including telecommunications, upgraded roadways and 

public transport, including the new light rail system – linking 

the Precinct to the rest of the city and to heavy rail.

•	 A dedicated project office facilitating infrastructure 

development, partnerships and investment attraction.

Opportunities exist for

Opportunities exist for health, knowledge and commercial 

activities to be located within the precinct for small, medium 

and large corporations – from incubator and co-working 

through to anchor tenant opportunities. 

The right Precinct occupants will demonstrate the following:

•	 leverage of precinct expertise

•	 global niche offering

•	 international capability and connections

•	 export potential

•	 knowledge-based FTE creation

•	 research and development component

•	 co-investment into facilities and infrastructure

•	 capital investment into precinct

•	 strategic and complementary location

Types of investment

•	 Precinct opportunities include freehold greenfield sites, with 

the latest in telecommunications connectivity. 

•	 Flexible lot sizes ranging up to 21,000 GFA, and allowing for 

building heights of 8-10 storeys.  

•	 Anchor tenancies are also available as is co-location within 

the Griffith University’s proposed Advanced Manufacturing 

facility (ADAM).

•	 Pathway investment opportunities include commercial 

research partnerships, supply chain opportunities, clinical 

trials and health and medical training.

Investment support available

•	 A full suite of services and support is available under the 

investment attraction program – refer to page 18.

•	 As an added incentive, new businesses looking to locate to 

the GCHKP may be eligible for increased capital investment, 

research and development, full time employment and 

Australian head office financial assistance.

Further information

For the latest business and investment opportunities contact 

the GCHKP Project Office on +61 7 5552 7039 email at 

contact@gchkp.com.au or visit our website at gchkp.com.au
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yaTala ENTERPRISE aREa

The Yatala Enterprise Area (YEA) is the largest zoned  

industrial land area in the Gold Coast and the city’s leading 

industrial precinct.

The YEA is strategically located less than 40 kilometres north of 

the Gold Coast CBD and 40 kilometres south of Brisbane CBD, 

and is only a 30 minute drive to the Port of Brisbane and the 

Brisbane International Airport. 

The YEA is a value-adding manufacturing region with 

businesses in food and beverage, construction materials, 

machinery and equipment, plastic and chemicals as well as 

warehousing, transport and distribution.

The YEA accommodates a range of large industrial facilities 

including Carlton United Brewery, Visy, V.I.P. Petfoods, 

Caterpillar and Flexopack. As well as a number  

of industrial parks, such as the Empire Industrial Estate  

which accommodates the 60,000m2 Caterpillar parts 

distribution centre. 

Why invest? 

•	 Easy access to one of Australia’s main road transport 

corridors the M1 providing a high level of connectivity 

to local and regional markets, the Port of Brisbane and 

interstate trade destinations.

•	 Access to a diverse network of suppliers and related  

firms to facilitate further business efficiencies and long  

term sustainability.

•	 Located close to three world leading universities which 

including Griffith University, Bond University and Southern 

Cross University. These provide significant opportunities in 

the areas of research and development.

Opportunities exist for 

Opportunities exist for companies in sectors such as 

warehousing, freight and logistics, high technology 

manufacturing and mining and construction. A number of 

quarries are situated in the precinct which provides key 

resources for the extractive industries and other co-located 

industries including marine and motorsport. 

Manufacturing of health and medical products are growing 

within the region creating new opportunities within YEA. This is 

supported by a growing skills base, strong growth in industry, 

advances in research and opportunities for collaboration 

between the Gold Coast Health and Knowledge Precinct and 

Griffith University Medical School. 

Types of investment

The YEA offers a range of lot sizes (including lots larger 

than 10,000m2) for low, medium and high impact industry 

opportunities, with a range of greenfield and brownfield sites to 

allow for a range of purpose built uses. 

Investment support available

•	 A full suite of services and support is available under the 

investment attraction program – refer to page 18.

•	 As an added incentive, new businesses may be eligible for 

financial assistance to subsidise impediments in relation to 

non-development infrastructure which may include but not 

be limited to gas, communications, energy and/or smart 

cities infrastructure.

Further information

For further information on YEA and areas of opportunity for  

your business please contact Invest Gold Coast  

on +61 7 5581 6160, or email at invest@goldcoast.qld.gov.au
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INVESTMENT aTTRacTION 
PROGRaM

The City of Gold Coast have an established investment 

attraction program to assist companies wanting to relocate  

or expand to the Gold Coast from export focused and 

knowledge-based industry sectors.

We have a team of experts dedicated to helping you take 

advantage of new opportunities in the city through a range 

of investment and relocation services; from initial concept 

discussions, itinerary development and introductions, financial 

assistance and strategic advice through to ongoing business 

support and capacity building.

How we can help

•	 Financial assistance may be available to influence  

the location of strategic projects and the attraction of  

leading companies.

•	 On the ground support is available to companies seeking 

to investigate business and investment opportunities  

within the city.

•	 Streamlined development applications and fast-tracked 

approvals, subject to statutory requirements are available.

•	 Business case and economic research is available from 

our in-house research team is available to assist you with 

your business case preparation.

•	 Site selection and the facilitation of site visits to explore 

the multiple commercial, industrial, co-working and serviced 

office opportunities available.

•	 Introductions with our local industry networks, suppliers, 

service providers and supply chain contacts.

•	 Government facilitation we can assist with full Government 

support by facilitating meetings with both Federal, State and 

locally within Local Government.

•	 Workforce development and introductions to our network 

of over 300 education and training providers to assist with 

required skills and capabilities for your operation.

•	 Aftercare support is available to businesses once you 

have located on the Gold Coast through the Economic 

Development Branch. This includes export assistance, 

international trade and business accelerator programs  

as well as facilitated access to State and Federal 

Government programs.

Eligibility criteria

For companies interested in accessing financial assistance 

under our program the following eligibility criteria will apply:

•	 The applicant must have a successful and proven track 

record and the capability (technical, managerial and financial) 

to carry out the activity proposed.

•	 The applicant must have been operating profitably for at 

least the past two years.

•	 The applicant company must provide significant net 

economic benefits to the city that will result in the creation of 

sustainable jobs for the city’s workforce.

•	 The applicant must have, or can obtain, an Australian 

Business Number (ABN).

•	 The applicant must not be a Gold Coast registered 

business unless it can be demonstrated that the business 

is implementing a new business stream or activity resulting 

in significant ongoing economic impact (all eligibility and 

assessment criteria must still be met).

•	 The proposed activity must be commercially viable in the 

absence of any financial assistance that may be provided by 

the City of Gold Coast.

•	 The proposed activity must not cause significant detriment 

to, and/or be a substitute for, existing businesses located 

within the Gold Coast.

•	 The proposed activity must not have been committed to or 

commenced within the Gold Coast prior to applying for  

our program.

•	 The proposed activity must be contestable with other cities, 

states or countries.

•	 The proposed activity must not compromise national and 

international obligations for Queensland and Australia.
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Business and investment support

The City of Gold Coast (Council) has established a 

program to assist you to invest or set up your business 

on the Gold Coast.

To find out how we can help you, contact one of our 

experienced Investment Attraction officers:

P  +61 7 5581 6160 

F  +61 7 5581 6700 

E  invest@goldcoast.qld.gov.au  

W  businessgoldcoast.com.au


